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LIPS AND LINES
Dr. Andrew Wolin brings over 20 years of experience in using patient’s own fat to sculpt and contour faces, breasts and bodies

So... you’ re looking in the magnifying mirror as you put 
on your eyeshadow, your mascara and your cheek foundation 
and now you get a good look at your lips. A gasp of disbe-
lief permeates the atmosphere. “ Where did those lines come 
from...I didn’t see them there last week.. how will I ever hide 
the grooves and lines with my lip liner and lipstick?

At the Wolin Plastic Surgery Center, Dr Andrew Wolin 
has found multiple solutions to the “lips and LInes” dilemma. 
For the past few years Dr Wolin has incorporated his 20 year 
experience with fat transfer with his 20 year experience 
with laser skin therapy to eradicate all those irregularities 
and grooves in the lips. By using MICROFAT transfer of a 
patient’s own fat and combining the MICRO FAT transfer 
with laser therapy, he has been able to conquer the battle 
of the lip lines. The procedure is an office procedure done 
under local anesthesia, taking less than 45 minutes. 

Not only is FAT being transferred, but STEM CELLS and 
growth factors are also transferred with the fat to improve the 
overall health of the lips as well as the appearance.

Dr Wolin is the director of the Wolin Plastic 
Surgery Center and has been practicing 
aesthetic surgery in Scottsdsle for the last 
28 years. He is certified by the American 
Board of Plastic Surgery and a member of 
the American Society of Aesthetic Plastic 
Surgeons. Dr. Wolin is located at 8415 
North Pima Road, Suite 110, Scottsdale 
85258. You can call 480.945.8440 or visit 
www.awolin.com to set up a consultation 
to learn more about these 
incredible procedures.

For those patients that want a faster, less permanent solu-
tion to the lip problems, Dr Wolin is using Micro Cannula 
injection of Juvederm to provide a painless and bruiseless  
solution to the lip line problem.

For those who are looking to rejuvenate an aging lip or 
simply add volume to a lifelong thin lip, there are also fat 
transfer options for long term permanent correction or 
Juvederm for a shorter term temporary fix. By utilizing blunt 
cannulas rather than needles, the procedures are almost pain-
less, do not cause bruising and provide the patients with a 
great experience.

Call The Wolin Plastic Surgery Center 
for your new fuller, smoother and more 
kissable lips...


